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	2016/12 New Cisco 300-475: Building the Cisco Cloud with Application Centric Infrastructure Exam Questions Updated Today!

Free Instant Download 300-475 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As from Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam

Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!1.|2016/12 New 300-475 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/300-475.html 2.|2016/12 New 300-475 Exam Questions & Answers:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgS9QNhLl7c60n7UB   QUESTION 11Which three Cisco ACI migration options are available?

(Choose three.) A.    application-centricB.    hybrid approachC.    application port-centricD.    hybrid application-centricE.    network

port-centricF.    network-centric Answer: ABF QUESTION 12When designing Cisco ACI spine topology, how many spine switches

are required? A.    2B.    3C.    5D.    6 Answer: A QUESTION 13Which two ways extend Layer 2 domain beyond the ACI fabric?

(Choose two.) A.    Extend the EPG out of the ACI fabric by statically assigning a leaf port (along with a VLAN ID) to an EPG.B.   

Extend the bridge domain within the ACI fabric.C.    Extend the Layer 2 domain with remote VTEP.D.    Extend the Layer 3 domain

with VSPEX. Answer: AC QUESTION 14In Cisco ACI, which two statements are true about contexts? (Choose two.) A.    A tenant

can have multiple contexts.B.    A context defines a Layer 2 address domain; whereas the bridge domain defines the unique Layer 3

MAC address domain.C.    A context is equivalent to a virtual routing and forwarding instance in the networking world.D.    A

context can be associated with only one bridge domain. Answer: AC QUESTION 15In Cisco ACI, which three statements are true

about bridge domains? (Choose three.) A.    Bridge domains can operate in two modes: legacy and normal.B.    Bridge domains can

span multiple switches.C.    A bridge domain can contain multiple subnets, but a subnet is contained within a single bridge domain.

D.    Subnets can span multiple EPGs; one or more EPGs can be associated with one bridge domain or subnet.E.    Unicast routing is

applicable for bridge domains under normal mode.F.    Bridge domain legacy mode allows multiple VLANs per bridge domain.

Answer: BCD QUESTION 16What is the programmatic interface of the APIC? A.    Northbound REST APIsB.    neighbor

solicitationC.    logical modelD.    DME Answer: A QUESTION 17Which three languages can be leveraged when developing

programmatic interaction with the Cisco APIC? (Choose three.) A.    PythonB.    RubyC.    DashD.    PuppetE.    XMLF.    HTML

Answer: ABC QUESTION 18Cisco APIC serves as the single point of automation and fabric element management in which two

environments? (Choose two.) A.    physical environmentsB.    hybrid environmentsC.    cloud- based environmentsD.    virtual

environmentsE.    storage environmentsF.    third-party environments Answer: AD QUESTION 19Which two statements are true

regarding APIs? (Choose two.) A.    APIs have full read and write access to the Cisco ACI.B.    APIs provide hardware-based

mapping database lookup.C.    APIs provide tenant- and application-aware programmability, automation, and system access.D.   

The API only accepts HTTP or HTTPS messages that contain Ruby or XML documents. Answer: AC QUESTION 20What is the

Cobra SDK characterized by? A.    a tool that does is used for orchestrationB.    an unofficial collection of scripts that users have

developedC.    an implementation of the Cisco APIC API that includes a complete copy of the object modelD.    an industry standard

used by all API-enabled controllers Answer: C  !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.Braindump2go|2016/12 New 300-475 Exam Dumps (PDF

& VCE) 65Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/300-475.html 2.Braindump2go|2016/12 New 300-475 Study Guide:

YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=dk0vfEmE4bk
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